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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A small modification to the structure of assessment.wsu.edu and universityportfolio.wsu.edu is proposed
that clarifies what areas are "restricted" access (to greater or lesser degree), and which areas are "public
access".





Areas in blue are restricted access (to one degree or another); areas in green are public access. Public
access on the Assessment site is available ONLY for subsites under the "Public" site. Two legacy
subsites in up.w.e remain restricted-access, but new subsites will be public-access (when released).

2 DETAIL

A question came up today with regard to public access to assessment.wsu.edu (a.w.e): "Is it appropriate
to have public access areas on a.w.e., or only on universityportfolio.wsu.edu (up.w.e)?" My initial
answer was that some areas on a.w.e. might be public, others might be more restricted, and some
(especially those under "OAI_Team" site) would be for OAI access only.

A counter-thought was raised that it would be easier for people creating or uploading content on a.w.e if
they knew the confidentiality status of the site and all its subsites were the same. In particular, people
could manage content on a.w.e. without fearing that they would expose confidential information (e.g., to
Google), whereas they would know that information posted to up.w.e. is always public and Google-able.

Of course, there is also a concern about the integration of the site's mission, its content, and its access
control policies.

University Portfolio – a showcase of WSU's activities in Student Learning Outcomes Assessment
and Accreditation
Assessment – a workplace for OAI, its WSU partners, and others to develop, implement, and
assess innovations in both teaching and assessment.

Corinna and I discussed the "Venn diagram" that explores the intersection of access and mission. It had
an interesting shape:

where white represents restricted access and black represents public access.

That is, it appears that some "use cases" for a.w.e. (the assessment workplace) probably require public
access. I believe that the opposite is true, that some "use cases" for up.w.e. (the assessment and
accreditation showplace) require privacy, at least in the "under-construction-not-ready-for-release" case.

Use cases for public access to a.w.e:

Assessment Resources list – not really a "portfolio" item, since the resources may or may not
belong to us, but useful for assessment work



Anonymous Access documents and pictures – where we need to link to something, but it doesn't
belong in our portfolio (although I believe that all the materials that are now in
https://teamsite.oue.wsu.edu/ctlt/home/Anonymous+Access+Documents could be put in a public
OAI portfolio repository or in another existing place like Skylight Images)
"Practices" sites like Kimberly's "Clickers" site.

After our conversation, I checked some plans we made earlier for a.w.e., especially Corinna's diagram:

The "Teamsite Migation" list on a.w.e., which is somewhat later than Corinna's diagram, shows the
following "TS-Dispositions" (TS = Teamsite):



To Archive

       OAI access only

To Course Evals

       Access by individual permission

To OAI Teamsite

       OAI access only 

To Portfolio

       Exemplars of assessment workspaces from old "progeval"- public

To Practices

       Information and community sites around teaching practices (e.g., "Clickers")

To Programs

       Sites for collaboration with programs on Program Assessment – access by AD group managed by program

To Public

       Non-portfolio items for public access

2.1 Proposal

In the light of today's discussions, I'd like to rework the plan slightly:



Areas in blue are restricted access; areas in green are public access. Public access on the Assessment site
is available ONLY under for subsites of the "Public" site. (Some existing test and mockup subsites are
not shown.)

I believe this arrangement will support a decent balance of "yin" and "yang".

2.2 Notes

2.2.1 Universityportfolio.wsu.edu

Exemplary portfolios pre-2009
this area is intended for sites from the old "progeval" area. These sites need to be vetted for
appropriateness (exemplary character, confidentiality, broken links, etc.) before they can be made
public. I will migrate them to "Archive" (OAI access only). When someone has an interest
compelling enough to do the vetting, I will move it to up.w.e.
One site which can be moved immediately is the "Assessment Highlights" site prepared for
NWCCU 2009. By design, it is "public-ready".

The "Project Rain King" workspace
this is the site for our internal processing of program self-studies, and for our project tracking. It is
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currently in up.w.e, but does not belong there, as we have noted at various previous times. Under
this plan, Program Self-Study processing moves to a.w.e./OAI/Program Review 2009-2010," and
"Project Rain King Tracking" moves to a new list or subsite in a.w.e/OAI_Team.

Others
Other than "Project Rain King", no existing sites in use are moved under this plan. Existing
test/mockup sites which are candidates for removal include:

2008-2009 

BlakeTestSite 

joshua_test 

joshuatestpub1 

Program Involvement in the Outcomes Assessment Process 

University Portfolio Mockup   

2.2.2 Assessment.wsu.edu

Course Evals
These are already available in a.w.e. Permissions are limited to those involved in course evals in
the colleges and departments. Permissions are managed by Blake.

Others
No existing sites on a.w.e. Are moved under this plan.
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